
This is 
Japanese 
countryside!! 引用(citation):We Love 群馬



Open AM11:00~PM4:00     PM6:00~AM 0:00
AM11:00~PM4:00      PM6:00~AM2:00

Day off Sunday

Macaroni opens till AM2:00 only Friday and Saturday 

Trattoria kitchen Macaroni is a restaunt famous for its extra-large 
serving of dessert. There are a few kinds of dessert.
For example, a lot of ice cream and sauce on loaf of bread. 
If you see it , you will be absolutely amazed at the volume. 
I recommend eating with your friends or family. Also there are 
half size desserts for people who can't eat big size. Of course, the 
restaurant serves other dishes. Why don't you eat desset and dish 
alternately?

Inside the restaurant, it is cool to not  melt the ice cream.
No smoking.

引用(citation):We Love 群馬
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There is a bench made of a soy sauce barrel by Okanaosaburo sto-
re near Omama station.Maybe you can't find it anywhere in Japan. 
Omama also   known   for   its   dry   sake " Akagisan".  It   is  called
"All seasons sake" because it matches the flavor of all four
seasons.This name comes from the name of a mountain in Gunma. 
This is  one  of  the three  famous  mountains in Gunma,  Mt. Akagi, 
Mt.Haruna, and Mt.Myogi. It is known as "Azalea of paradise " too.
There are many Azaleas that have bloomed in the mountain.
What do you say about climbing? 
You can definitely enjoy the wonderful view!

引用(citation):We Love 群馬
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Close to Omama station there is a soy sauce store called Okanao-
saburo.
It was established in 1787, and they make good  soy  sauce  using 
big barrels.
You should eat soy sauce flavored soft serve ice cream.
They have three kinds of flavors; soy sauce, vanilla and mix.
There is a rest space inside the store and you can eat it there!!
If you have a reservation, you can see the manufacturing process
and you can hear sounds of  fermentation!!
Also it is free!!

Omama factory’s number 0277-72-1008
Reception time AM9:00~PM5:00

Application

Name   
Address
Number
Occupation

1. How did you know?

2. How did you come here?

3. What kind of soy sauce do
you use at home?引用(citation):We Love 群馬
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Nashigi-Kan

This  facility  is  reasonable  but  you can  savor a luxury room !!!!!!!
Also, there are several sightseeing spots in the neighborhood.
You  have a lot of  chances to enjoy the beautiful  scenery of each 
season.
The  large  public bath has rotenburo that is 100 percent natural!
At night it's illuminated so you can enjoy the fantasy atmosphere. 

1. Pork shabu
2. Pork steak 
3. Pheasant sashimi local specialty

Also Nashigi farm’s pigs
are 

used in these dishes!!
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Mizunuma station has an Onsen.
There are bathrooms with  large  windows  and  you  can  see  the
Watarase river and greenery.
The temperature is between 100℉ and 103℉.
This Onsen is effective  for those over  sensitive to  the  cold, with
high blood pressure, or recovering after illness.
You can eat meals whenever you want. 
As  for the foods ,"Kiryu-don"and "Yamaunagi-don"  are popular.

Food and drinks from outside are prohibited 

Adult ￥600
Child(3~12) ￥400
Disabled Person ￥400

Bathing AM10:30~PM7: 00
Banquet hall AM10:30~PM10: 00
Day off irregular holiday
Watarase hermitage AM10:30~PM7: 00
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It is a train that used to run about thirty 
years ago. It is located  at Godo station 
and you can eat a meal in the train!!

Open AM11: 00∼PM4:30
Day off Monday (December~March)

Open                      AM9: 00~PM5: 00 (April~November) 
Closed                                     Monday (December~March) 

There is an art museum.
All the art is drawn by Hoshino tomihiro, 
who  was disabled in an accident.
He draws with his mouth!!!
It's hard to believe that he  draws  with 
his mouth. This art will give you  lots of 
power!

Adult  ￥520
Child(elementary and junior high school students) ￥310
Little child                                                                                              Free

After PM4:30, you can't enter
If Monday is a holiday, Tuesday is a closed day

If Monday is a holiday, Tuesday is a closed day

Please check our website for more details
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"Sanshowya"  is  a  5-minutes   walk  from  Tsudo station.
Japanese pepper is used with all the dishes.
You might  think  these  ingredients don´t match, but not at  all!!
For example, Japanese pepper dressing on salad  as garnish  and 
sweet and salty Japanese pepper dressing on deep-fried chicken 
too.  If you eat it with beer, it will be awesome!!
Also  this  restaurant  sells  chiffon  cake  flavored  with  Japanese 
pepper. 
If you have a chance to come to Nikko, I want you to eat someth-
Ing "Sanshowya".

Open                   AM 11:30~PM 14: 00

Saturday, Sunday and holiday

Sanshowya closes from December to March 

Please return dishes after you finish eating. 
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open AM9:00~PM4:30
close Open all year round

admission        
fee

Adult ¥830
Child(elementary and junior high school students) ¥410

access Ashio copper mine is 5 minutes on foot from 
Tsudo station. 

"Ashio copper  mine sightseeing"  is   a   5-minutes   walk  from 
Tsudo station.
The copper mine was closed down 46 years ago. You can go insi-
de and see a gallery.
There are some realistic dolls and these dolls truly depicts mining.
If you ride a trolley train that come every 15-minutes, you can see
it!! 
A rest house and a gallery are on company property.
People can learn about Japanese history there!! 
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